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1.0 INTRODUCTION

For the many applied tasks of accelerator physics, the 4D single particle pseudo-

Hamiltonian may be presented as the Hamiltonian of the near-integrable system consisting

of integrable and perturbed terms. The KAM theorem states that for sufficiently small

. perturbation the invariant surfaces continue to exist and, for the systems with two degrees

of freedom, completely isolate the thin stochastic layers. 1 As the perturbation strength

increases, a transition can occur in which these surfaces disappear and the stochastic lay-

ers connect, resulting in globally stochastic motion. One of the important problems is to

determine this "boundary" invariant surface. There are several approaches that may be

used to describe the regular trajectories in the small limited region. The most powerful

method is the perturbation theory which allows us to study the combined influence of the

different multipoles. The inclusion of Lie operators improved this method and developed i

it up to high order perturbation. But the perturbation theory failed to describe the change

in topology and since the regular trajectories depend discontinuously on choice of initial

coordinates, it cannot be used in the whole region of the stable motion. We suggest to

limit the attention to the study of the "boundary" invariant and implement the additional

"local" transformation. In Section 2, we briefly review the well known theories, their ad-

vantages and imperfections, and the necessity of the "local" transformation. In Section 3,

we present the comparison of the map tracking with the invariants determined by the

perturbation inethods.

2.0 PSEUDO-HAMILTONIAN

The pseudo-Hamiltonian of single-particle 4-dimensional motion in modern circular ac-

celerators can be presented as the sum of linear H0 and perturbed V0 terms: 2

H (°) = H0 + V0(0), (1)

where in the usual action-angle variables (J0z,J0y,¢0x,¢0y)

Ho = #oxJox + #OyJoy,
O0

v0(e)= (s0,¢0,e),
N=3

N

' Vo(lv)(, .ml2.(g-m)12(SV), = .'o: % v.,
m-'O

II

These perturbed terms 1/0 arise from nonlinear multipole fields distributed around the

lattice. Unlike the linear terms, they keep their 6 dependence even after the usual canonical

transformation and H (°) cannot be used as the invariant of the motion.



Now there are two basic approaches to remove the 0 dependence of the pseudo-

Hamiltonian and to derive this invariant:

1. Perturbation theory.

2. Single-resonance theory.
/

At the center of canonical perturbation theory is a generating function that should

transport the 0 dependence of the pseudo-Hamiltonian to higher order terms'

Fn(Yn,¢n-l,O) - fnCn-1 "Jr"Xn(Yn,¢"n-l,O), (2)

where Xn is small and satisfies the condition:

,_(fn) 9'__'Xn "P" _ "t" 'V'(_N_)(Yn. ¢n-1.0): 0. (3)oq_n-1

where n is the order of the canonical transformation, (L,¢n) and (L-1,0n-1) are new

and old action-angle variables, and No is the lowest order of 0-dependent perturbation

terms. Now tune depends on the action variable and may be presented like:

t._( fn) = 6Hn(Jn)
6fn ' (4)

and
No

H.(f.)=Ho(f.)+ Z
N=4,6,..

N

v(N) Z" "ml2r(N-m)12-- 'Oi,mdnx ,_ny .
m--0

,r(No)(o_To find a solution of Eq. (3), Xn and vn_ 1 _ , should be expanded into a Fourier series:

V(N__)(fn,¢n_l 0)= Z v(N°) (fn)exp(i[Iz¢n-1;x+tyCn-1;Y-P(O-O°)]) (5)n - 1;IxIuP
lx,lu,P

and by substituting them in Eq. (3) we can derive the expression for Fourier component )in"

V(uo) IZ
x.;i:i,p = i .-a;i:t_p_ -J (6)

l_.nx( fn) + lu.nu( fn) - p'

After canonical transformation, new pseudo-Hamiltonian H (n) becomes an invariant of

motion up to No order:

vj-<o " vJ>oH(n) = H (n-l) + 6"-'0"= Ho(.fn) + (.In)+ ( fn, ¢n, O), (7)
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where

t

This approach has a very important restriction. Obviously it can be used only far from

the resonant condition l_:tznx+ly#ny = p, when the dominator in Eq. (6) is not small. Near
#

resonances, the regular solutions are strongly perturbed and undergo a change in topology.

For this case we must use a different generating function from single-resonance theory:

1. For 2-dimensional motion:

¢o,O)= (¢0- (S)

to find the Hamiltonian

H (1) = (#o - P)J1 + vI(N<N°)(J1)+ Vl(;_=N°)(J1)exp(il¢l)7 (9)
+ small high-frequency terms.

2. For 4-dimensional motion:

Fl(Jl,¢o,O) = (lx¢ox +/y¢0y - p(O-Oo))Jlx + ¢0,Jly (10)

to define two invariants H (1) and Jly

_ -" v(g=No)(Z)exp(i¢lx)H (1) = (lx#ox + lu#oy P)Jlx + #ouJlu + V(1v</v°)(J1) + "l;z,z_p

+ small high-frequency terms.
(11)

Unfortunately, this approach describes the topology of single resonance for the multipole

of the same order and does not determine the influences of lower order multipoles. Then

the perturbation and single-resonance theories should be used together. The standard

Hamiltonian formalism is very cumbersome and usually is used only up to the second
order.

This restriction is removed by the symplectic maps and Lie transformations, a,4 The

symplectic one-turn map .M for the Hamiltonian which does not explicitly depend on the

time can be written in the form:

I

JU = exp(-2, r" H:) (12)

where the pseudo-Hamiltonian H is invariant and satisfies the following condition:

H(.Mz_) = H(z_), (13)



for arbitrary initial coordinates _ = (x0,Pz0,y0,Pv0). Here and farther we will use only

the normalized phase space coordinates. For the concrete map A// it is possible to derive

this pseudo-Hamiltonian H using the special canonical generator _n(z')"

exp(' --2 • 7r• Hn(_)') = _n(Z-').A4_-l(5 ') + o'(n + 2), (14)
q,

where:
n+2

_Tnl(_) = I'I exp(:-Fi(z') :),
i=a

-.Jn = 6,,
Fi may be defined from the next equation'

Clmno _l _m ,,n ,,o
Fi(_= Z 1-exp(i[(l-m)#oa: +(n-o)#oy]) + -Y+Y+ (15)

l+m+n+o=i

where
1

1

_)± _ -_(y 4-ipy).

In comparison with Eq. (6), the expression, Eq. (15), for Fi does not include the nonlinear

tuneshift directly in the dominator. It means that this canonical transformation may

be used only in the limited vicinity of the working point (#0x, #0u) when this nonlinear

tuneshift is less than the distance to the nearest dominant resonance. In reality, the region

of stable motion may be larger and more complicated. We suggest to study the behavior

of the pseudo-Hamiltonian in the vicinity of the definite pair of tunes (fix, flu)" Then we

apply the additional "local" transformation £.n and use the standard approach for new

object .h_t:

_n £,nGn = exp(: (-_fn + 2,7r, ttn(Jn)+const)/2. :), (16)

.]_ _.. ~ -1 ~ 1z:.¢.,

.A/[= exp(-2 • lr'/-]r(dVn) '). (17)

It allows us to linearize the tuneshift and include it in Eq. (15). In the next section we

present the analytical calculations of pseudo-Hamiltonians H6, Eq. (14) and/_6, Eq. (17),

for the simple nonlinear object and compare them with the map tracking.

3.0 EXAMPLES

For the numerical experiment we chose the standard nonlinear object which consists

only of the linear uncoupling matrix and the thin sextupole. Zlib library was used for the

2nd map tracking and order-by-order normalization, s



3.1 One Degree of Freedom
Our attention was localized on the study of the influence of the nonlinear tuneshift on

regular trajectories in the vicinity of 4th and 5th order resonances. Next. we considered

two corresponding pairs of tunes (0.245, 0.259) and (0.203, 0.22).

The results of the 2nd-order map tracking for work tunes (0.245, 0.259) are shown on#

the Figure 1. The particle with the initial coordinate (1.8, 0., 0., 0.) is unstable. Using

the order-by-order normalization we constructed the pseudo-Hamiltonian Hn, Eq. (14),

and defined its levels (Figure 2a). In this case the incorrect inclusion of the nonlinear

tuneshift causes the stable region to decrease. We suggest to determine it from the map

tracking using the standard Fast Fourier transform method and then include in the "local"

transformation, Eq. (17), as t_. It allows us to study the behavior of the regular trajectories

near this tune with good accuracy. The pseudo-Hamiltonian/_n constructed by the 8th-

order canonical generator and "local" transformation describes the motion of particle with

initial coordinate (1.7, 0., 0., 0.) with the accuracy of 2.6% (Figure 2b).
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Figure 1. Horizontal normalized phase space diagram for 2nd-order map tracking with the initial coordinates

(1.4, 0., 0., 0.) and (1.7, 0., 0., 0.). Work tunes (0.245, 0.259).
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Figure 2. Levels of pseudo-Hamiltonian constructed by the 8th-order canonical generator (a) and the 8th-
order additional "local" transformation (b). Work tunes (0.245, 0.259).

A simile r result my be obtained for 5th-order resonance. Figure 3 shows the 2nd-order
e.

map tracking for working point (0.203, 0.22). The islands restrict the region where the

standard approach may be applied (Figure 4a). In reality, the stable region is larger and
I

the tune for the particle with the initial coordinate (1.8, 0., 0., 0.) equals to 0.183. The

pseudo-Hamiltonian /_n, Eq. (16), describes this regular trajectory with an accuracy of

1.8% (Figure 4b).
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Figure 3. Horizontal normalized phase _pace diagram for 2nd-order map tracking, Work tunes (0.203, 0.23).
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*, Figure 4. Levels of pseudo-Hamiltonian constructed by the 8th-order canonical generator (a) and the 8th-
order additional "local" transformation (b). Work tunes (0.203, 0,22).
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3.2 Two Degrees of Freedom

To include the coupled nonlinear motion we used the same work tunes but chariged

only the vertical coordinate, Follow the previous technique for the fixed particles we built
--4

the invariants J, arid Jn and compared them with the 1000-turns trackirig (Figm'e 5 and

Figure 6). Here it is very important to notice that, the series this perturbation approaches

are not convergent. Since the resonances are dense in the frequency space, new resonances

are continually encountered as the new orders of perturbation are included, leading to

series expansions that are at best asymptotic. To check the convergence we calculated

the average values J and the relative mean absolute deviation Af for the several order

t ransform at ions:

I000
1

J_ - 1000 E Jz(xi,pxi,yi,pYi), (18)
t=l

K-.,,lO00

Aj z __ z-_i=l IJi, - LI
1000,,7,, '

The tuneshift was calculated as:

6H

tuneshiftz = _-_. (19)

(a) (b)
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Figure 5. Normalized phase space diagram for 2nd-order map tracking with the initial coordinates (0,5, 0,,

0.4, 0.); (a) horizontal plane, (b) vertical plane. Work tunes (0.245,0.259).



Figure 6. Normalized phase space diagram for 2nd-order map tracking with the initial coordinates (-.0.7, 0.,

0.4, 0.); (a) horizontal plane, (b) vertical plane. Work tunes (0.203, 0.22).

These results are presented in Tables 1 and 2. The numerical label near the invariant

means the number of the canonical transformation, Eq. (14). The tables show the good

agreement between the anMytic calculations and the map tracking for the "local" trans-

formation. The fast expansion of the usual method in the 6th order (Table 1) is caused by

the influence of 8th order resonance 5#= + 3#y = 2 which really is farther for this initial
coordinate.

4.0 Conclusion

Results from Section 3 show the restrictions of the standard method. The formal reason

is the incorrect inclusion of the nonlinear tuneshift. In reality, this is a more difficult prob-

lem and reflects the complicated relationship between the topology of regular trajectories

and the initial conditions. We suggest focusing on the behavior of the "local" invariants

in the vicinity of the fixed tune, which allows us to improve the series convergence and

describe regular trajectories with good accuracy.



Table 1, Numerical comparison of the invariants with the 1000-turn tracking
for the particle with the initial coordinate (0,5, 0., 0.4, 0,) (Figure 5).
Tuneshift was calculated by 10 000-turn FFT equals (-0.0001, 0.0026),
Work tuncs (0.245, 0.259),

Nonlinear Normal Forms Nonlinear Normal Forms Plus

"Local" Transformation
i ill i i i iii i i

0,152 o.154

AJ2_ 0.13 0.085

J[_ 0,062 0,065

AJ_ u 0.23 0.15

hor, tuneshift -2,4E-04 - 1.6E-04

ver. tuneshift 2,8E-03 2.9E-03
,, .......

J4_ 0.171 0.159

AJ4_ 0.096 0.035

J4y 0,079 0,070

A J4_ 0.17 0,044

hor. tuneshift -6.9E-04 -4.4E-04

ver. tuneshift 2,0E-03 2.3E-03
,,.....

Jsx 0.167 -

AJsx 0.078 -

J_ 0.076 -

AJsy 0.13 -

hor, tuneshift -6,7E-04

ver, tuneshift 2.0E-03
,,,, ,, ,,

J6_ 0,133 0.159

AJ6x 0.22 0.027

J_ 0.042 0.067

AJ6y 0.65 0,030

hor. tuneshift -3.3E-04 -9.4E-05

ver. tuneshift 2,5E-03 2.6E-03
ii i
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Table 2. Numerical comparison invariants with the 1000-turn tracking for the
particle with the initial coordinate (-0.7, 0., 0.4, 0.) (Figure 6).
Tuneshift calculated by 10 000-turn FFT equals (-0.0057, 0.0056).

Work tunes (0.203, 0.22).
m ,, iii i

Nonlir, _.ar Normal Forms Nonlinear Normal Forms Plus

, "Local" Transformation
i ii

J4_ 0.337 0.338

AJ4_ 0.11 0.033

J4y 0.045 0.065

AJ2_ 0.23 0.15

hor. tuneshift -6.1E-03 -5.7E-03

ver. tuneshift 4.6E-03 5.5E-03
....... i, , ,,,,,,

J6_ 0.350 0.340

&J6_ 0.20 0.009

J_ 0.038 0.042

AJ_ 0.22 0.016

hot. tuneshift -5.6E-03 -5.4E-03

ver. tuneshift 6.4E-03 5.8E-03
-- . - ,.. , ,,,,,
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